
Innovation and creativity
Training ideas, guidelines and tools to innovate within a 

business thanks to creativity
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 Creativity and business

• Every company was born from 
an idea
New ideas are always needed to 
expand your business and stay 
competitive
A company's success is based 
on creativity

basic principles
Ideas are the lifeblood 

of a company

Innovation is the necessary basis for 
doing business: 

all companies today must renew 
themselves continuously



innovation products
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Innovation must be an integral part of the "company 
system", as is purchasing policy or customer service 

organisation

Innovation and creativity go hand in hand: creativity is the 
fundamental tool for making innovation



Three definitions of 
creativity:

The process that brings out new 
ideas and erases outdated ones

The process of merging old and/or new 
ideas to form new combinations that better 
meet a need

The process that starts with an error and 
generates new uses



Error and randomness + creativity
1970: Spencer Silver, in his attemp to create a powerful 
glue, made a substance that was hardly sticky and 
completely useless. His colleague Fry, who sang in the 
church choir in his free time, would use slips of paper as 
bookmarks in the songbook: however, they would 
inevitably slip out. In 1974 he remembered about 
Spencer’s glue and he spread it on the paper; he 
discovered that not only the slips stuck to the book, but 
also that they could be removed without damaging the 
pages



Important aspects of the creative process
• Creativity is an act: someone has to do something before the creative action 

can take place
• Creativity is a conscious and voluntary action: behind a creative act there is 

always a deliberate action of thought even though the creative result may 
seem random

• “Ideas” don’t have to be forcibly new or original: taking old ideas and using 
them in new contexts is already beating creative

• There must be a need: the creative process is powered by the desire to solve 
a problem



Creativity is the ability to combine 
existing items in a new way

Existing products, services, objects. 
Creatively configure them, to make them meet the needs

Creativity in business is called innovation

Innovation = profitability of creativity

You have innovation when an idea becomes something tangible, whether it is a 
product, a service, a new procedure or a new process



The four paths that 
lead to good 
innovation

๏ Focusing on a paradigm
Focusing on a paradox
Focusing on multisensoriality
Focusing on multidisciplinarity



paradigm A paradigm, in common language, is a 
reference model, a benchmark. The word 
comes from the Greek paràdigma, which 
means exemplary, example. 

Focusing on a 
paradigm

Be aware of what your possible 
reference model is and have the 
ability to break it and question it

You have to understand what you do, what 
you produce, what your business is

Do you want to be innovative? You have to 
practice identifying the paradigm of your 
business idea and, while remaining within 
the model, you must develop the courage 
to break it



paradox
The description of a fact that contradicts 
common opinion of daily experience, resulting 
therefore as surprising, extraordinary or 
bizarre

Focusing on 
paradox

That is, focus on inversely 
proportional quantities

Paradox means that there are different 
variables, inversely proportional to each otherIt 
is important to focus immediately on the 
paradox because if you focus  on directly 
proportional variables you are going to create 
nothing but mediocrity.

You have to be disruptive



Disruptive 
innovation

In business theory, a disruptive 
innovation is an innovation that 
creates a new market and value 
network and eventually disrupts an 
existing market and value network, 
displacing established 
market-leading firms, products, and 
alliances.



Concentrating on 
multisensoriality

Multi-sensory familiarity works 
and it is important to be able to 
link something with one or more 
of the the senses in order to 
have a unitary perception of the 
perceptual experience we are 
living

Having a strong capability for 
listening. You must have confidence 
in multisensoriality and be able to 
work with it



Concentrating on 
multidisciplinarity

Before and not after you must 
anticipate all problems

Less edits are better: edits 
made afterwards are worse 
because the costs increase 
tenfold

During planning all disciplines related 
to the problem or project must be 
considered as involved



It is important to have a data bank of ideas to collect and preserve them 
without forgetting that ideas come from the bottom up

If ideas are preserved it becomes possible to use tomorrow ideas 
discarded in the past, the work already made, that can become cues for 

future innovation



Tools for teamwork
Mind maps and multilevel production



Mind maps
The brain spontaneously arranges the things that we remember. 
Applying structure to the in-flow of information can help you remember 
more

The construction of a mind map (process invented by Buzan) 
allows you to design an organised structure that is very helpful to 
your memory



To build a mind map you start in the middle of a piece of paper, where you jot 
down the basic idea that must be developed

How to build a 
mind map

It is important that you always proceed clockwise



Once you have defined the middle, from which radiate several “sub-centres”
It is rare for these to be more than nine

How to build a 
mind map

Nove
Otto

Sette

Sei

Cinque

Quattro
Tre

Uno

Due

It is important that you always proceed clockwise



The material can be split further, starting from these sub-centres and forming 
proper “clusters”

How to build a 
mind map
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It is important that you always proceed clockwise
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To make the mind map effective you can use organisational, association also, 
grouping and visual memorisation techniques

How to build a 
mind map

Nove
Otto

Sette

Sei

Cinque

Quattro
Tre

Uno

Due

Colours and symbols are a very useful tool
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The keyword
The mind automatically overlooks 

what isn’t essential: one keyword is 
more effective than long phrases or 

entire sentences.

In your notes, it is important to record 
only the key ideas.

Advantages
• Significant reduction of length
• The registered words capture your 

imagination more
• The process of individuation and 

extraction of key words engages 
you more and makes it easier to 
follow-up



Association
Memory is like a big spider web that 
constantly expands, where every 
thread, each branch attaches to 
another
Since words and ideas are closely 
linked, they can be recalled jointly

Memory is helped if associations 
are visually introduced into the 
map.

After each idea has been linked to 
the central theme, it is good that 
the latter is fixed in the center of 
the sheet and made clearly visible

Displaying the central theme 
facilitates the associative process 

with each subsequent branch



Visual memory
Images are recalled to memory much 

more easily than words.

Maps must be visually rich 
(symbols, colors, signs, etc.)



-Each word must be written clearly, in capital letters
Each keyword must be written on a line from which the 
other segments branch out
Colorful images are remembered better than black and 
white
Use arrows to tie the various areas
Once the map is complete, each sub-center can be isolated 
with a gradient profile
Beyond words, use symbols and signs



Engagement, Relevance, Emphasis
Every topic that is given the right relevance is then better remembered. Each centre 
must have a certain uniqueness. 
Each keyword must be different.

The more actively involved you are in the annotation process, the better. Mind maps 
allow you to be active and not passive. They increase our level of attention and are fun. 
Be original in taking notes. The more original and creative you are, the easier the 
memory will be.

Build them quickly and spontaneously. Remember: you have to have fun! Fun things are 
the ones that remember best. Customize them to the maximum while following the 
guidelines indicated here. Each of us has our own associative process.



Example of a mind map

Created with MindNode



Why should you 
use mind maps?

The mind map works exactly 
like your brain

The use of mind maps:
Increase your memory

Decreases stress when taking notes
It allows you, at a glance, to 

reconstruct a topic that would have 
required pages and pages of notes



Mind maps have a variety of 
applications

Very useful in meetings and group 
work

Powerful to give a very successful 
speech

Outstanding in synthesizing even very 
long content (e.g. a whole book)

They allow a quick review
They develop creativity

Very useful in organizational 
processes, planning and reporting

Why should you 
use mind maps?



Jot down 
keywords

Form 
groupings

Connections are 
importantBe 

involved

Use 
pictures

Use 
colours

Basic idea in 
the middle



Multilevel production



What's the goal?
To produce a substantial amount of ideas in a particularly limited 
time. 
This technique is based on the free generation of ideas for new products 
or services individually or in groups. At the end of the session you get an 
average of 40/60 ideas for each 6/7 person working group. Several 
topics may be dealt with in the same session.



Who are the participants?
The number of people involved can range from a few units to a few 
dozen. You work in small groups.

Participants can also be people outside the company or work themes. In 
general it is advisable to have some people already informed about the 
themes, mixed with other "external“ participants, of various social and 
cultural backgrounds.



The method

1) Introduction of the theme and technique
Individual productivity
Group productivity
Cross-fertilisation
Categorization of ideas
Post-production



Initial stage
1. Introduction of the theme 

and technique

The technique that will be used is 
explained, so that everyone has a 

clear idea of what to do. 

Participants are divided into small 
groups, usually of 4-8 people. Each 

group is given adequate stock of 
coloured sticky-notes, one colour for 

each group
The topic of work is presented or 

clarified. Groups can all work on the 
same theme or each on a different 

theme



Initial stage
2. Individual productivity

Each person participating in the 
creative session is asked to write two 
or three ideas on the theme placed in 
their group. The participant uses only 

one sticky-note to write down each 
individual idea, possibly signing it to 
allow the recognition of the creator



Initial stage
3. Group productivity

The notes are placed in a free area of 
the table and each of the members of 
the group is required to read those of 
the others without the expression of 

any criticism or comment on the 
matter. The work then continues 

drawing inspirations and inspirations 
also from the ideas of others. 
Generation of at least 1 idea is 

generally required for every 3-4 read. 
The colour of the notes is different for 

each working group 



Initial stage
4.Cross-fertilisation

Alcuni partecipanti (da uno a tre per 
gruppo) vengono spostati a un altro 

gruppo. In questa fase i bigliettini 
colorati rimangono sempre fermi sui 

propri tavoli originari ed i soggetti che 
si spostano portano il proprio 

blocchetto di biglietti vergini, sui quali 
continueranno a scrivere. In questo 
modo sarà possibile rilevare quali 

sono le idee del gruppo di partenza, e 
quali quelle generale dalla 
fertilizzazione incrociata



Final stage
5. Categorization of ideas

At the end of the work, each group 
collects all the sticky-notes and 

attacks them neatly on a billboard 
showing the group's working theme, 
group name and participant names. If 

requested, each group prepares a 
summary of its work and/or selects 

the ideas that seem most 
representative



Final stage
6.1. Post-production

At this point you have a good number 
of ideas, grouped by topic and 

possibly with a selection of 
representative ideas.  Of course, the 
way the creativity session unfolds, 
many ideas will be unenforceable, 

repeated, unsuitable, etc. They have 
already fulfilled their fertilization 

function, perhaps inspiring one of the 
participants to write the winning idea, 

and now they must be eliminated



Final stage
6.2. Post-production

You are therefore ready to start the 
selection work, which must lead to the 

choice of the very small number of 
ideas that can or want to be applied. 

The work will be done using 
previously prepared selection criteria



Some working tools
1. Self-assessment test to calculate your creative level

Self-assessment test to examine the company's predisposition. Useful 
as a "examination of conscience": is creativity free to express itself in 
our organization?
Some useful questions as a starting point for thinking, creating and 
innovating.



The creativity 
quotient

How creative are you? Measure 
your quotient with this test which, 
being based on the study of the 
personality of the most creative 
exponents of a wide range of 

disciplines or profession, takes 
into account the elements that 

best characterize creativity: 
behaviors, values, motivations 

and interests 

For each statement write:
If you think it's true

B if you are uncertain
C if you think it's false

Be honest: don't try to guess what a 
creative manager would say



1. In my work I am always sure to follow the good procedure to solve a problem.
There is no point in going over problems to which it is impossible to find an answer.
I focus more than the others on what interests me.
The best way to solve problems is to proceed step by step, rationally.
Every now and then I express opinions that baffle people.
One of my main concerns is to find out what others think of me.
It is more important to me to do what I think is right than to seek the approval of others.
I don't like insecure people.
More than the others I need to work on projects that interest and reward me.
I can control my impulses.



11. I can work at the same time and for a long time on multiple problems.
I live every now and then periods of great enthusiasm.
Often the best ideas come to me in moments of idleness.
When I'm busy solving a problem, I rely on inventions and my "nose."
I am quicker to analyse a problem than to synthesize the relevant information.
Every now and then I get the inspiration to go against the rules and baffle people.
I like to collect this and that.
Many of my most important projects were born from daydreaming.
I like positive and rational people.
If I had to choose between being a doctor or an explorer, I would choose the doctor.



21. I feel comfortable especially with the people of my own social class and with colleagues.
I have aesthetic taste.
I attach great importance to the social and hierarchical position of the people.
I love confident people.
Inspiration is not needed to solve problems at all.
When someone disagrees with me, I am also willing to give up my point of view out of 
sheer complacency.
I am more interested in putting my new ideas into practice than giving them to others.
I like to spend a whole day fantasing on my own.
I tend to avoid situations where I might feel inferior.
In judging the validity of information, I attach more importance to the source than to the 
content.



31. I don't like uncertain and ambiguous situations.
I like people who follow the rule: "first duty, then pleasure."
Self-respect is more important than respect for others.
Chasing perfection is madness.
I'd rather work as a team than alone.
I like the assignments in which I have to direct others too.
Many problems cannot be solved rationally.
The rule "one place for everything and everything in its place" is very important to me.
Writers who use strange and little-used words do so only for exhibitionism.



๏ energic

๏ persuasive

๏ observant

๏ elegant

๏ self-assured

๏ tenacious

๏ original

๏ cautious

๏ routine-blinded

๏ ingenious

๏ self-centered

๏ independent

๏ stern

๏ predictable

๏ practical

๏ unscrupulous 

๏ tactful

๏ inhibited

๏ enthusiastic

๏ innovator

๏ balanced

๏ lazy

๏ hands-on

๏ attentive

๏ curious

๏ organised

๏ cold

๏ demanding with yourself
brave

๏ efficient

๏ helpful 

๏ receptive

๏ ready

๏ kind

๏ meticulous 

๏ impulsive

๏ resolute

๏ realistic

๏ modest

๏ busy

๏ distracted

๏ nonconformist 

๏ dynamic

๏ nice

๏ passionate

๏ tireless

๏ farsighted

๏ polite

๏ reserved

๏ sociable

๏ sympathetic

๏ formalist

๏ flexible

๏ clear-headed

40. From the following list of definitions choose the 10 most suited to your personality:



Answers
Questions 1-39

Add the points assigned to 
your answers according to the 

following table:

A B C A B C

1 0 1 2 21 0 1 2

2 0 1 2 22 3 0 -1

3 4 1 0 23 0 1 2

4 -2 0 3 24 -1 0 2

5 2 1 0 25 0 1 3

6 -1 0 3 26 -1 0 2

7 3 0 -1 27 2 1 0

8 0 1 2 28 2 0 -1

9 3 0 -1 29 0 1 2

10 1 0 0 30 -2 0 3

11 4 1 -2 31 0 1 2

12 3 0 2 32 0 1 2

13 2 1 0 33 3 0 -1

14 4 0 -2 34 -1 0 2

15 -1 0 2 35 0 1 2

16 2 1 0 36 1 2 3

17 0 1 2 37 2 1 0

18 3 0 -1 38 0 1 2

19 0 1 2 39 -1 0 2

20 0 1 2



Worth 1 point:
self-assured

ready
resolute

farsighted
nonconformist

unflagging
meticulous

unscrupulous

Question 40

Worth 2 points:

energetic
ingenious
innovator

brave
observant

independent
curious

busy
passionate

dynamic
demanding with yourself

original
enthusiastic

flexible
attentive

No points for the remaining



The quotient scale
95-116 Supercreative 20-39 Normal

65-94 Very creative 10-19 Subnormal

40-64 Creative 0-10 A disaster

(da Eugene Raudsepp, Princeton Creative Research)



Creative orientation in 
organizations

if you answer NO to three or more of the following 
questions, you certainly need to work with a CCI 



1. Does your business encourage "dreamers with will", those who take upon 
themselves the concrete responsibility of creating innovations within the 
organization?
Does your business give these people the ability to fully follow their creative 
projects?
Can your employees work in their own way or are they forced to stop 
continuously to account for their actions and request permission to go further?
Has your business developed quick and informal resource access systems 
needed to experiment with new ideas?
Has your business developed ways to manage multiple experimental and small 
products and businesses?



6. Is your system designed to encourage risk-taking and tolerate mistakes?
Is your company able to support an experiment and support it long enough to 
verify its validity, even if it takes a long time?
Do you care more about new ideas in your company or defending your 
territory?
Is it easy to form a functionally complete and autonomous team in your 
business environment?
Do your company employees face "internal monopolies" or are they free to use 
resources from other divisions or external suppliers of their choice?

(adattato da G. Pinchot)



How do you block creativity?
50 incipit to tarnip the wings of a collaborator 

or a partner who has good ideas



1. A great idea but...
It's against our strategy
It anticipates the times
Okay in theory
Be practical
But can it be put into practice?
It costs too much
Don't start anything right now
Did you consider...?
I know it's not going to work.
It doesn't suit human nature
It has already been done
It requires more study
It was not taken into account in the budget
The idea is not good enough
It's not part of your job
Let me add...



18. Let’s build a committee
Let's do a survey first
Let's leave it aside for a while
Let's think about it for a while
We're not mature yet
Of course it won't work
Our plan is different
It's not our problem.
The boss won't be thrilled
New staff won't understand
Old people won't use it
It's out of phase
Trade unions won't be thrilled
There are better ways
Too academic
Too difficult to administer



34. Too difficult to put into practice
Too late
Too many projects now
Too much bureaucracy
Too out of fashion
We don't have the right workforce
There's no time
We're too big
We're too small
We've never done that before.
We've tried it before
Who's the idiot who thought that up?
What will the trade unions think?
Who else tried it?
If it's a good idea, why didn't anyone suggest it before?
Why doesn't the competition already do it?
You're just off the road



The text is taken from various material on the theme "Creativity and Innovation" 
elaborated by Alessandro Garofalo
www.garofalo.it

VIDEO interview with Alessandro Garofalo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BXCvaiYX04

http://www.garofalo.it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BXCvaiYX04

